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Pan Hongyi dared to swear that he absolutely did not expect Qiu Yuanming
to say that the person impersonating the chairman is the chairman himself!
Now seeing the non-smiling expression on Lin Ziming’s face, his scalp is
starting to numb!
To say who Pan Hongyi is most afraid of right now, it must be Lin Ziming!
When he came to his age, he had a wealth of life experience, and he was
also a person who had gone ups and downs in the business sea. In addition,
he had that kind of unruly character and would not easily fear others.
However, when he faced Lin Ziming, I’m really afraid, awe, from the
bottom of my heart.
Frankly speaking, the first time I saw Lin Ziming, knowing that the new
chairman is so young, he still didn’t take it seriously. He thought it was a
rich second-generation from which family was parachuted. In the eyes.
However, in the following contact, Pan Hongyi was gradually overwhelmed
by Lin Ziming. He was not only contemptuous at first, but also in awe,
especially after seeing Lin Ziming’s anger, he was completely surrendered
by Lin Ziming.
So many people around can see that Pan Hongyi’s background is very big,
an absolute big man, and he brought so many people here, thinking that Lin
Ziming must be unlucky, and they are all waiting to see Lin Ziming’s jokes.
But Wan Wanrong thought that after Pan Hongyi with a fierce look came,
he would actually react like this, shivering in front of Lin Ziming, his face
paled in shock!
Moreover, they didn’t hear anything wrong. Pan Hongyi was calling Lin
Ziming, chairman?
If you want to say that the person who is the most confused and the most
numb in the audience, it must be Qiu Yuanming!
Up to this point, even if he is a fool, he has already seen that Lin Ziming is
not a poor boy, but a real chairman Zi Qiong.
At this moment, Qiu Yuanming’s hands and feet became cold, like falling
into an ice cave, extremely frightened!
Chairman Zi Qiong’s five sons are too important for him to offend at all.
Now he just felt that the sky was falling, and his eyes were pitch black, and
he was desperate.
“He, he, he, is he really Chairman Zi Qiong?” Zhou Xinfang was stunned,
his mouth long enough to squeeze a fist, and he looked like a ghost.
Not only her, but everyone else reacted in the same way, which was
extremely shocking.
Only Guo Junyi was not surprised, her face flushed with excitement, she
pinched Lin Ziming’s shoulders harder, and the bright smile at the corners
of her mouth couldn’t hide it.
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Lin Ziming said jokingly: “Pan Hongyi, you are so majestic. You have
brought so many people to teach me, why, you want to replace me?”
After Lin Ziming finished speaking, his eyes glared suddenly, and a
powerful aura burst out of his body, oppressing Pan Hongyi’s body, causing
Pan Hongyi to collapse suddenly, kneeling down with a thump, and begging
for mercy: “Chairman Happy and angry, the chairman is happy and angry! I
don’t know it’s you. If I knew it was you, I wouldn’t dare to fight against
you! I blame Qiu Yuanming, this beast, he lied to me, he said he was outside
Someone pretends to be you, and the subordinates brought people here to
protect your reputation. They definitely have to fight against you! I ask the
chairman for advice…”
Pan Hongyi actually knelt down…
This scene is even more exciting to Qiu Yuanming!
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